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Deception dectection is one of the most diﬃcult problems in aﬀect recognition
and expression research area. Recently, non-verbal methods of detecting deception have appeared to be promising. Thomas[1] presented a proof-of-concept
study based on the blob analysis of some suspects’ interviews and mock experiments video clips. In this paper, we present our recent research work in the
direction of developing an automated deception detection system. We propose a
blob motion pattern analysis approach to solve this problem.
Our approach consists of the following steps: (a) using skin-color based technology to detect body blobs, i.e. head and hands, and calculating the in-frame
and cross-frame features. (b) segmenting the training videos into small clips with
a ﬁxed duration where each clip contains only one blob motion pattern, and automatically clustering these patterns into groups. (c) using HMM-based method
to model the pattern sequences and estimating the latent subject’s state.
During the body blobs detection process, we ﬁrst take an oﬀ-line training
phase to set up a lookup table to determine the probability of each color vector
ci being skin-colored. Then a standard connected components labeling algorithm
is applied to yield diﬀerent skin-colored regions. Size ﬁltering on the derived
connected components is performed to eliminate small, isolate blobs that do not
correspond to body blobs. An ellipse ﬁtting algorithm is also applied to ﬁnd the
right position of body blobs. We calculate the in-frame and cross-frame features
include position, shape, distance between blobs, velocity, etc. and denote each
blob as a vector b = {position, size, velocity, . . .}.
Due to the space-time nature of blob motion patterns, we adopt a discrete
scene event based feature representation approach considering that each clip
contains only one blob motion pattern. The blob motion pattern in a clip can
be represented as P = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fT }, where T is the number of frames in the
video clip and fi = {bhead , blef t−hand , bright−hand }.
Now the deception detection problem can be redeﬁned formally. Consider
the training data set D consists of N patterns with a ﬁxed duration, D =
{P1 , P2 , . . . , PN }, where Pi is the pattern vector deﬁned as above. The subject’s
behavioral state can be considered as a discrete time series of patterns. Using
these patterns as observations we can train an HMM to estimate the latent
subject’s state. We assume that there are 3 hidden states in the model, denoted
as S = {agitation, normal, over − control} This assumption comes from the
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fundamental theories IDT[2] and EVT[3]. All training video clips are manually
labeled. However, there are considerable quantity of patterns. The key point of
the problem to be addressed is to cluster these patterns. Based on the clustering
result, each patterns can be automatically labeled with the group it belongs to.
We adopt the Guassian Mixture Model (GMM) to classify the pattern vectors
of training data set into K classes. A Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
process is applied as an automatic model order selection to determine which
value is proper for K.
When a new video query comes in, we segment it into several clips with a
ﬁxed duration and calculate the pattern vectors. Then the trained GMM is used
to label each of these unseen patterns as one of the known K pattern classes.
Finally, an HMM is trained upon these patterns and used to estimate the most
likely latent state through Viterbi decoding.
We collect some videos containing deception scenes from an experiment whose
design has drawn some inspiration from the popular Maﬁa Game[4]. We’ve tested
19 deceptive clips and 18 truthful clips from the experiment. Finally, we’ve got
17 deceptive clips and 16 truthful clips given correct recognition result. For
those clips not recognized correctly, we ﬁnd that some of them are even hard to
distinguish by human.
Our current research is focusing on macro blob movement analysis, future
research should involve some work focusing on micro blob movement, such as
ﬁnger movement and eyebrow movement, etc.. A more accurate and fast blob
detection method is another target. An automated deception detection system
that synthesize these technologies and tools is our ﬁnal goal.
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